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PUBLIC ART, POLITICAL POWER AND PUBLIC SPACE 

(CASE STUDY: SCULPTURES OF TEHRAN)

Summary

Public space, in the sense of the public form of the urban areas, is accessible to all and thus can 

ТnТtТate polТtТcal debates by СТgСlТgСtТng tСe specТicТtТes of socТety. It Тs Тn encounter of tСe ab-

stract space of politics which are in contrast with the essential characteristics of the public 

spaces. From the viewpoint of social considerations, public space is the framework of the path 

of individuals and groups to exposures and avoidances. The contemporary socio-political 

and religious movements in Iran which took place in several time periods, by their form, put 

the public space and public spaces under question. Today, it is impossible to talk about the pub-

lic space in Tehran without mentioning the events such as Islamic Revolution or some anxious 

movements after the presidential elections in 2009. It is therefore a matter of questioning what 

is the citizens’ participation and the right of scrutiny over the political, social and cultural trans-

formations, as they are manifested in public spaces. After more than thirty years of Islamic 

Revolution in Iran, our questions concern the role of power in civic engagements and public 

art. What are the impacts of Islamic Revolution on public spaces? To what extent would public 

spaces be used for ideological purposes? What forms of occupation of these spaces would re-

sult in a form of ‘counter-space’ for a real or symbolic seizure of power? Can appropriation be 

considered as a form of collective action in public space? 

Introduction

If polТtТcs Тs deined as tСe شorganТzatТon and operatТon of power Тn a socТety’, Тt can be con-

sidered in the form of government and formal or informal political institutions. In contrast, 

art as a medium to convey meanings encounters the weaknesses of politics through various 

forms such as cinema, novels, paintings and sculptures. Among these different forms of art, 

the statue as a symbol of public art can be raised in a public space of Iran in general, and 

the capital, Tehran, in particular. In recent years, the importance of sculpture as a part of 

urban art has been raised for municipalities. This study aims to deal with the role of urban-

scale sculptures, with an emphasis on the city of Tehran in the power structure and govern-

ment of Iran during the Islamic Revolution (1978) and afterwards. To do this, the paper 

presents a quantТtatТve approacС based on ield study and lТbrary researcС.

The dialectic of art-politics 

Numerous forms of relationship exist between art and politics in accordance with two main 

concepts: support-based and contrast-based. These two concepts can be considered in four 
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happen that the government commissions an artist to carry out an architectural or sculptural 

project, however, after completing it, the artist’s work is faced with opposition. In this situ-

ation, the political regime may neglect the created work of art. Naturally, such a possibil-

ity depends on the type of the society where the artist lives and its politics enforcement. 

In general, if the government assistance to artists is infused with political considerations, 

it cannot be considered a reliable source of support.

Ẕolitics in opposition to art
Political regimes, in formal or informal ways, can act in opposition to art by criticism. 

Of course, the type of opposition to artistic or cultural categories accords with the require-

ments of tСe prevaТlТng Тdeology. żovernment oficТals, leaders of polТtТcal partТes and 
representatives of various social movements can be against the political content, usual 

cultural and socТal consequences and moral claТms of artworks. TСe deinТtТon of polТtТcs as 
the process of ensuring the monopoly, organization and operation of power, causes govern-

ments to act lТke an artТicТal, natural or contractual brТdge between polТtТcs, socТety, and 
the main source of decision making. Naturally, the government, commensurate with its ide-

ology, gТves specТal attentТon to tСe arts. TСТs Тdeology can reضect democratТc or totalТtarТan 
policies. What is important is that there is no avoiding the relationship between politics and 

other areas of economic and cultural activity. Among these, art is a medium through which 

tСe transfer of meanТngs Тs inely acСТeved. Of course, dТfferent types of artwork Сelp to 
transfer these meanings with their distinctive characteristics. The strong presence of public 

art appears Тn specТic condТtТons, sucС as revolutТons, wars, and multТple polТtТcal and eco-

nomic crises. Obviously, in these conditions, politics has to determine its status vis-à-vis 

wСat AntonТo żramscТ deined as شcТvТl socТety’. In otСer words, tСe type of encounter, Тn-

teractТve or conضТctТng, can ТndТcate tСe desТrabТlТty or undesТrabТlТty of tСe polТtТcal power 
system from the perspective of public opinion or world policy.  

In Iran, sculpture art has always been in support of politics and vice versa. The con-

struction and installation of contemporary sculptures in Iran is always faced with the direct 

or indirect manipulation of the ideology of the urban political management, both before 

and after 1978. From the viewpoint of developments in sculpture, the history of Iran can be 

divided into two periods: before and after the Islamic Revolution.

My research work on the War memorisation in different period from Qajar period to 

2010 presented the different polities about sculpture culture in Iran.

 Challenges and features of sculptural artworks before the 1978 Islamic Revolution

As Yashar Shah-Biglu has mentioned in his publication of the archival documents per-

taining to the installation and care of sculptures in different parts of the country before the Is-

lamic Revolution, on 10 September 1975 (19 Shahrivar 1354) the news daily Kayh n with 

the title ‘Information on sculptures recorded in Tehran’ stated that there were 84 statues and 

sculptures Тn TeСran. TСese statТstТcs were prepared by tСe شbeautТicatТon centre’ of tСe De-

partment of tСe MunТcТpalТty of TeСran. Of tСe Ř4 statues and sculptures ТdentТied, 1Ř statues 
of Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, 12 statues of Reza Shah Pahlavi, and a statue of Reza, son of 
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different forms: art in support of politics, art in opposition to politics, politics in support of 

art, and politics in opposition to art. From the methodological viewpoint, these forms are 

not completely comprehensive or mutually exclusive.

Art in support of politics
Art can be a kТnd of polТtТcal actТvТty. If polТtТcs, by deinТtТon, applТes to polТtТcal entТtТes 
sucС as oficТal government, tСe role of art Тn relatТon to polТtТcs wТll be trustwortСy and posТ-
tive. In this context, governments, for example, employ artists to design different types of 

stamps, banknotes, and architectural or sculptural monuments. Thus public art plays a useful 

and targeted role for government agencies and other groups in civil societies. It often pays 

attention to military prowess and ability. In the case of Iran this attention is manifested in war 

memorТals, revolutТonary art Тn PalestТne Square ẒtСe irst iguratТve artwork after IslamТc 
Revolution), or statues and busts of the martyrs of the revolution and war in the different 

parts of Tehran like Velayat Park, streets, highways and squares.. It is indisputable that art can 

perform a useful service to enhance credit to the political structure. Public art in the service 

of politics promote political stability and support of the people for their government. Since 

political regimes need the citizens’ adherence, art can be valuable for making symbols that 

create general correlatТons and afirmatТon of loyalty to some core values sucС as equalТty.

Art in opposition to politics
Just as art in its various forms could do service for politics, it is also obvious that it can 

rise against the regimes and political blocks. According to this concept, being opposed to 

one political regime can easily be interpreted as serving another political regime. In other 

words, ‘denouncing an ideology’ is itself some kind of an ideology.

 Therefore, in the study of art in opposition to politics generally by the street art and 

especТally by dТfferent forms of grafitТ, an approprТate metСod Тs to refer to tСe contrary 
artistic and political units.  This means that the contrary art and politics are fundamentally 

deined wТtСТn a specТic polТtТcal regТme.
One of the prominent characteristics of art in opposition to politics is the formation 

of wСat Тs known as شprotest art’. If art Тs focused on tСe ield of crТtТque of socТal Тssues, 
it can be explicit or implicit; however, it could target a wide or narrow subject. In the case 

of Iran, especially Tehran, there are street artists like Ẓair or Black-Hand whose works are 

politically conscious and remonstrative against the authorities.

Ẕolitics in support of art
In the areas where the state and its political authorities want to pay costs and support ar-

tistic activities, the role of politics will be as an entrepreneur. Moreover, in this situation, 

it is the government who provides and supports the principles of art and how it should be 

presented. Although the government’s commission is considered as a source of income for 

artТsts, Тt can cause serТous conضТcts between polТtТcal unТts and artТsts because of tСe dТf-
ferences between artists’ claim of creative autonomy and claims of public interests. It may 
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an archaism, ensured that sculpture was not 

accepted as art for years and in the period 

following the Islamic Revolution, sculptur-

al art was ignored completely. The Islamic 

Revolution of Iran made structural changes 

in society and by presenting new patterns 

in social, political, and cultural aspects of 

society, caused a massive evolution in using 

publТc art and messages tСat are reضected by 
ideological use of the art in the public space. 

After the Islamic Revolution in Iran, values 

that were most associated with the interna-

tionalism of Islam appeared. Emerging so-

cieties or governments, or those that have 

faced tremendous social developments such 

as revolution, have to deal with new ideas 

and new tools to eliminate problems and 

concerns. In this situation, new symbols and 

new methods arose that reveal the concerns 

of the new society and political systems. 

The city symbols were changed after the Is-

lamic Revolution along with the change of 

the political system in Iran.

After the Islamic Revolution, symbols 

Тn general can be classТied Тn two groups. 
TСe irst remaТns from tСe past and Тs tСe re-

sult of a cultural and political tendency of 

governments and people in different periods 

of the history of Iran. The second group of 

symbols has been formed in the period of 

the Islamic Revolution. These symbols have religious slogans and were created after the pe-

riod of Pahlavi sovereignty to negate its western realist and archaistic ideologies.

Hidden Islamism in the essence of the Islamic Revolution in 1978, combined with 

the anti-Islamic efforts of the Pahlavi dynasty during the previous 50 years caused the revo-

lutionary government to establish an Islamic republic after the revolution. During the war 

of Iran against Iraq, all the efforts focused on the reconstruction of the Iranian-Islamic iden-

tity. The new identity was based on Islamic values, which overshadow the Iranian ones. 

Radicalism in the negation of Iranian, secular and ancient elements was one of the charac-

teristics of the Islamic Republic in the early years after the Islamic Revolution.

Following the change of structure of political power, existing values and norms were 

denounced and abolished and replaced with new ones. All these changes caused the  cultural 

ŻТg. 2. Ẓaẓ Statue of ŻТrdows  made by Abo’l‑Hassan 
Khan-e Sedighi; (b) the struggle between right and 

wrong ẒTСe battle of żarsС sb and tСe Dragonẓ 
made by Arzhang Rahimzadeh.

a b

Fig. 1. Samples of sculpture in Tehran before Islamic 

Revolution; (a) sitting man on the pavement in 

front of the Contemporary Art Museum of Tehran, 

made by Parviz Tanavoli in 1974 (this is not in this 

place now); (b) the horse statue of Reza Shah in 

the place Tupkhaneh, and (c) sculpture of Reza Shah 

in the Tupkhaneh, made by an unknown artist in 

the period of the Islamic Revolution

a

b c
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Mohammad Reza Pahlavi were recorded. The oldest statue belonged to a female in Javadieh 

Park (Tehran-Pars neighbourhood), which was installed more than 54 years earlier, about 

1ř20s. TСe newest one was Тnstalled on 31 August 1ř75 Тn ŻaraСabad Park. TСe igure of Mo-

hammad Reza Pahlavi, installed in the Amjadiyeh Stadium (Shahid Shiroodi), was the tallest 

statue, 3.5m high. Among the monuments, Aryamehr Shahyad Tower (now ‘Azadi Tower’, 

located in Azadi Square) 45 m high was the tallest. (Sh h-B gl  13Ř4 [2006‑2007]. P. 235ẓ 
AccordТng to tСe reports and documents, specТal councТl ofices were establТsСed for 

tСe provТsТon, ТnstallatТon and maТntenance of statues and igurТnes. One of tСese councТls 
was ‘the Commission of installing statues and monuments’ at the Ministry of Culture. 

The proposed construction, replacement or installation of the statues in important 

squares of the cities was delivered to the National Organization for Security and Intel-

ligence ẒSAVAKẓ. After tСat, based on reports and documentatТon, tСe ofices and specТal 
commТssТons Тn tСe MТnТstry of Culture made tСe inal decТsТon after revТew, and proceeded 
with the procurement, installation and maintenance of the created statues, sculptures and 

monuments. MonТtorТng tСe supply and ТnstallatТon of statues, igurТnes and monuments Тn 
public places was the task of these commissions. The activity of these commissions was 

under the supervision of Ministry of Culture. According to the documents in the Organiza-

tТon of IslamТc RevolutТon, tСere Тs evТdence tСat SAVAK Сad Тnضuence over tСe Тmplemen-

tation of sculpture in public place. (Ibid. P. 235–236) 

By studying the statues surviving from before the Islamic Revolution and the avail-

able documents, it can be claimed that the general ideology of the public art, especially in 

the second Pahlavi period, was in two different directions: whether with regard to the era of 

ancient Iran before Islam, which tried to embody symbols of Iran before Islam; or present-

Тng modern art concepts on tСe world scale. TСe irst dТrectТon was pursued Тn sucС a way 
that all values and symbols of the period after Islam were somehow overshadowed, while 

elements from before the arrival of Islam to Iran were constantly highlighted. Fig. 1 shows 

some samples of sculpture in Tehran before Islamic Revolution.

After the 1978 Islamic Revolution

The development of urban management in relation with the sculptural art in Tehran can be 

analysed in three periods. After the Islamic Revolution, Iran in general and Tehran in par-

ticular, was involved in the war against Iraq, which lasted eight years. After that, the decade 

of 1990s can be considered an era of construction and reconstruction of Iran after the war. 

According to the changes in the management of Tehran, several urban planning aspects 

such as the form and the beauty of the city and activities related to public places were given 

attention. After that, the changing ideologies of the political regime changed the policies 

about the role of sculpture in public spaces. 

The irst periodŚ Tehran after the1ř78 Islamic Revolution till 1řř0
AltСougС tСe УurТsts of IslamТc relТgТon Сave accepted sculptural art, tСe efigy of tСe tyrant 
in the shape of statues that represented the values of the Pahlavi era, one of which was 

NARCISS M.SOHRABI
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Fig. 4 (a) Metal sculptures entitled Colour Pencil in 

Velenjak made by Mohammad Salarian; (b) statue of 

the Mother, in sculpture garden (Iranshaher Park) made 

by Malek-Dadyar Garousian, and (c) mother and enfant in 

a sculpture garden (Iranshaher Park) by Nahid Saliyani

Fig. 5. Installation of sculptures at ritual and religious events (Moharram and Safar) in 

Mellat Park by Mojtaba Mousavi

It should be noted that in 

the past periods, due to the restric-

tions in the production and installation 

of sculptures for religious reasons, 

shrines of the Imams and religious 

jurists were constructed as religious 

symbols in towns and villages. Ac-

cording to the head of the Endow-

ments Organization of Iran, about 

8,000 shrines exist in Iran, the domes 

and minarets of which play the role of 

statues as a symbol for Islam.

The third period: the lowering of sculptural art after 2000
With the change in structure of political power in Iran, Iranian values appeared along with 

the Islamic ones. Tehran Municipality, as the organization responsible for the management 

of tСe publТc spaces, Сas used tСТs evolutТon as an opportunТty. In 2006, tСe irst Sculpture 
Symposium was held in Tehran. So far, six international symposiums have been held by 

Tehran municipality. In the years 2011 and 2012, two symposiums about the creation of 

statue of the martyrs were also held by Tehran municipality, and chosen statues were in-

stalled in public spaces of Shohada Park and Shohada Street.  

Tehran municipality has ordered the installation of statues and sculptures in different 

regions of Tehran, temporarily or permanently, on different occasions, such as the begin-

ning of the year, the anniversary of the Islamic Revolution (Fajr decade), or ritual and 

relТgТous events ẒMoСarram and Safarẓ, and Ramadan Ẓig. 5ẓ. АТtС regard to tСe macro 
structure of Tehran, different public spaces such as roadsides of highways and loops have 

been selected for tСe ТnstallatТon of stand‑alone sculptures or group composТtТons Ẓig. 6ẓ. 
Table 1 presents the statistical data on sculptures installed in different Municipal districts 

of Tehran and the periods of their installation.

a b c
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Fig. 3. (a) Statue of the Mother in Mirdamad made 

by ZaСra RaСnavardś Ẓbẓ statue of al‑B r n  Тn 
Laleh park by Mohammad-Ali Maddadi; (c) statue 

of martyr Modares in Baharestan made by Dadyar 

Garousian and Nader Ghashghai, and (d) Ferrous 

Goat in Jamshidieh Park made by Esmail Tavakol.

a

c

b

d

proile of socТety, wСТcС appears manТfested 
in the form of symbols, adopted a new form. 

The nature of being Islamic for the Revolu-

tion of Iran caused the negation of several 

of the values that were known as non-Is-

lamic (secular) and sometimes anti-Islamic 

in previous eras. In addition, Islam which 

inspired the Revolution, negates some in-

struments of symbolic representation, like 

statuary and painting, in its traditional juris-

prudent teachings.

The ideology of the Pahlavi dynasty 

in regard of the use of sculpture as a symbol 

of political power in public places caused 

an inverse effect, because attacking the stat-

ues of Mohammad Reza Pahlavi by people 

in all cities and the complete destruction of 

all these statues was the symbol of the end of the Pahlavi dynasty during the Islamic Revo-

lution. During the Revolution, all statuary of the Pahlavi dynasty was completely removed 

from the public space. At the same time, statues of some Iranian celebrities also would not 

be safe from tСe radТcal revolutТonarТes. Statue of شUmar KСayy m was serТously damaged 
due to stones tСrown at tСe statue and Тts ingers and face were smasСed. TСey also smasСed 
tСe Сead of statue of ŻТrdaws ś Сowever, Тt was later repaТred.

During the Islamic Revolution phase, some values became prominent and several 

norms were strengthened or invented. After the Revolution, no new statue was created 

for many years. In addition to the aspects of jurisprudence, which can be considered as 

an important cause, the authorities of Islamic Republic tried to avoid association with any 

particular personalities, which can produce a negative effect on the production of statues.

The second periodŚ Tehran from 1řř0 till 2000
In the mid-1990s, the installation of some statues with abstract subjects and without 

the traits of a real person were gradually erected in some squares and parks, their themes 

mostly expressing Islamic ideology. For example, we can mention the symbolic statue of 

tСe MotСer Тn MoСsenТ Square Тn MТrdamad Ẓig. 3aẓ or a sculpture related to tСe PalestТn-

ian struggle in Palestine square. Following this, the possibility arose for creating statues 

for great celebrТtТes of Iran sucС as al‑B r n  Тn LaleС Park Ẓig. 3bẓ, Saشd , i , Va sС  
B fq , N m  В sС У, and Kam l al‑Mulk Тn Mellat Park, and martyr Modarres Тn BaСa-

restan Square Ẓig. 3cẓ. In recent years, tСe creatТon and ТnstallatТon of sculpture Сas espe-

cially speeded up in the squares and parks. The artistic sculptures of ‘goats of the Mash 

IsmaТl’ Тn parks sucС as JamsСТdТyeС Park are anotСer example Ẓig. 3dẓ.

NARCISS M.SOHRABI
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Fig. 7. Two of the stolen statues in Tehran in 2011 (a) 

Bronze sculpture of Mother and child (b) Bronze head 

statue of Shahryar

a b

The most important act of van-

dalism in this regard happened in 2011, 

when 9 statues in Tehran disappeared. 

These statues were located in crowded 

places and weighed between 100 to 

400 kilograms and their height was in 

the range of 1 to 6 meters. Information 

on these statues is presented in Table 2. 

Three theories existed about 

the sudden disappearance of these art-

works. TСe irst tСeory assТgned tСe rob-

beries to those whose motivation was to possess the bronze material of the statues. Other 

analysis is that the theft was totally conscious and was done by those who love the world 

of art and collecting artworks. The third theory assigned the robberies to radical religious 

activists who had ideological motivations insight opposed to installation of statues in pub-

lic spaces of the city.

It is clear that sculptural art is not still completely free from the burden of belief is-

sues and although many religious scholars agree with the principle of freedom and the pos-

sibility of producing these artworks, there are still views opposed to it. One of the argu-

ments in favour of this analysis is that the stolen artworks, beside the two abstract ones, 

had human subjects.

Conclusions

TСe cСaracterТstТc of art and polТtТcs Тs ТnضuencТng publТc opТnТon and Тn tСТs ield, eacС 
of tСem wants more desТrable condТtТons to maxТmТse tСeТr beneits. TСe government as 
the only power of the political sovereignty in Iran determines the economic and social 

aspects of urban art– sculpture in particular. In this article, the process of change in urban 

sculpture during the years before the revolution and afterwards is analysed with the empha-

Fig. 6. Installation of Bicycles sculptures in highways and loops (in Hemmat Highway)  

made by Ashraf Karimi
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Statistical data of installed sculptures in different districts of Tehran and periods
Table 1Ṭ 

Period

Municipal District   

1920-1979 1980-2005 2005-2012

1 9 6 15

2 0 12 9

3 5 16 8

4 0 0 13

5 0 1 6

6 1 7 22

7 0 1 19

8 0 0 4

9 1 0 7

10 1 3 3

11 1 0 7

12 1 1 5

13 0 0 3

14 0 1 7

15 0 0 11

16 0 0 5

17 0 0 5

18 0 1 5

19 0 0 8

20 0 3 7

21 0 0 5

22 0 0 5

Information of stolen statues in Tehran in 2011
Table 2 

Name of statue   Creator Location

Bronze sculpture of MotСer and cСТld Ẓig. 7aẓ Sho‘lehHozhabr Ebrahimi San‘at Square 

Bronze head statues of Sattar-Khan and Bagher-Khan Shahryar Zarrabi Shahr-Ara Square

Bronze head statue of Avicenna Ozra Abd Aeini Behjat-Abad Park

Bronze Сead statue of SСaСryar Ẓig. 7bẓ Ali Ghahhari Vahdat Music Hall

Bronze head statue of Dr. M. Moein JafarNajibi Dr.Moein Blvd. 

Bronze head statue of Dr.Shariyati Hamid Shans Shariyati Park

Bronze head statue of Khatam Hamid Shans Mellat Park

Bronze sculpture of Life Fatemeh Emdadian Artists of Iran 

Bronze abstract sculpture of Human Mohammad Ali Madadi Artists of Iran 

NARCISS M.SOHRABI



sis on the power structure as the decision maker in the creation and installation of statues. 

During the years before the revolution, power factors and political and security organiza-

tions such as SAVAK were effective on the formation of urban sculpture in the public 

space. Urban art lТke sculpture Сas always been dТrectly Тnضuenced by polТtТcal movements, 
the structure of power, and the action and reaction of obvious and hidden political forces.
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